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Professor prepares
to run for Congress

n

n

Nicole Lafond
News Editor

rian Woodworth, associate profes
sor of criminal justice, has decided
to run for the second congressional
district and has utilized the help of many
ONU student volunteers in launching his
campaign.
Woodworth received a final contract from
Olivet for the 2012-2013 school year. Al
though he has weighed the possibilities of
running for Congress in the past, it wasn’t
until he realized he wouldn’t be returning to
Olivet that he began to “seriously examine
the potential,” he said.
Woodworth has assumed the Republican
Party and said, in part, his inspiration for.
running is fueled by his disappointment
with the direction our government is pursu
ing.
Having experience in farming, factory
work, business, law and education, Woodworth believes he has the experience and
education to represent the people within
the demographic of the new district When
asked why people should vote for him
Woodworth said, “Because I am a fresh
‘voice and I am not a Washington insider
A..;’im focused on bringing true representa
tion for our district to D.C. and [will] work
to get Washington working for the people
again.’?.
Work has been done behind the scenes to
commence Woodworth's campaign. Mem-®
bers of the political science club, Capitol
Hill Gang, as well as other students and
alumni, have contributed to the develop
ment of the campaign.
¡ “ Select members of the Capitol Hill Gang
(CHG) have been of phenomenal assis
tance,” Woodworth said. “When I decided
to run, we needed 600 signatures and had
less than 10 days to do i t With the help of
six CHG students acting under the guidance
of Matt Van Dyke and Matt Logan, we were
able to secure 858 signatures in under eight
days.”
These student volunteers have also helped
by doing research and graphic design for
the campaign. Junior Matt Van Dyke, Capi
tol Hill Gang president, said volunteers are
gaining experience by helping out.
“While we are keeping Capitol Hill Gang
officially separate from the campaign, many
students have taken an interest in volunteer
ing ... and are using the campaign as a way
to get internship credits. That way, they are
helping a professor as well as getting credit
for their majors.”
Political science major Denee Jones
schedules Woodworth’s campaign. She is
hoping to get some real-world political ex
perience for her future goals of going to law
school.
“It would be amazing to be able to write
on a resume that I was involved with a cam
paign for a candidate that was elected to the
U.S. Congress,” she said.
The Republican and Democratic prima
ries for this district, which reaches from» StAnne to Lake Michigan and the west border
of Kankakee County to Indiana, will take
place March 20, according to Van Dyke.
Jones believes Woodworth has a fair
chance, based on the articles she has seen
so far. “It seems like people are getting tired
of career politicians,” she said. “Congress
could use someone like [Woodworth.]?». ■
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Social Justice Club emerges
Morgan McCririe
Staff Writer

The International Justice Mission (UM)
club on campus has undergone major
changes. Now called the Social Justice
Club, it has expanded to broaden the scope
of its involvement.
Last year sophomore Erin Evans and
junior Sam Stamer were active in trying
to start new clubs on campus, both with a
similar theme: social justice.
Instead of creating solitary groups, Evans
and Stamer collaborated- with junior Rose
Zell, president of IJM, to form the Social
Justice Club.
The goal is to reach a wider audience
by working -with various non-profit orga
nizations like UM, Invisible Children and
TOMS.
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Two students dispute
the relevance of
marriage to the
Christian walk

Evans, president of the new club, was else’s [when you buy a pair of shoes],” she
somewhat involved with IJM last year and said.
Stamer wants to work for TOMS some
was heavily involved in the Invisible Chil
dren screening that took place last semester day and hopes to influence others through
her work there.
during the missions fair.
“I believe in doing what you can to make
. Evans feels called to missions in Africa
where Invisible Children is active, because a difference,” she said.
Evans said she hopes that by shedding
she is passionate about it;
“It’s hard to get involved and help when light on injustice, people on campus will be
you’re far away, but giving money is a way moved to action.
“Our main goal is to make injustices
to be involved in things you couldn’t be [in
volved with] otherwise. Just because you’re known. Education is the first step. If people
far away, doesnljmean you’re separate,” don’t know, they won’t act,” she said.
The Social Justice Club had its first meet
said Evans.
Like Evans; Stamer also feels strongly ing Friday, Jan. 27, and will have biweekly
about an organization, TOMS shoes. She meetings for the rest of the year. They are
likes that «TOMS works within America’s already planning events for the semester,
consumer society, targeting a wide range of including an UM movie night, a clothing
drive, an Invisible. Children screening and
people.
“You can fill your needs and someone a TOMS “Style Your Sole” event.
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Chicago,
ILLINOIS
A suburban man is in fair
condition after firefighters
worked to rescue him from
a sand silo at a Naperville
business Monday.
William Ortiz, a 37-yearold supervisor with Dukane Precast in Naperville,
was extracted from a 30foot sand silo and trans
ferred to Edward Hospital
at 3:20 p.m. Feb. 6.
He was in fair condi
tion Monday afternoon,
according to Edward Hos
pital spokesman Keith
Hartenberger.
Ortiz was on a catwalk
before he entered the siloj
said Dukane spokeswoman
Lissa Christman.

■Staff P hotographers

W ashington
Beirut,
D.G
LEBANON
U.S. Park Police swept The U.S. closed its em
through the Oecupy D.C. bassy hi. Syria, and Britain
camp at Freedom Plaza on recalled its ambassador
Sunday, Feb. 5, and made to Damascus on" Monday,
only one arrest, compared Feb. 6, in a new push to get
to the 11 arrested the day .President Bashar Assad to
before at McPherson leave Syria.
Square.
Although the diplomatic
Police were looking for effort was stopped at the
the same types of viola* U.N. by vetoes from Rus
tions they discovered in sia and China, the moves
the prg-dawn hours Satur by the United States and
day — evidence of over Britain showed that West
night camping and poten ern powers see no point in
tial biohazards.
engaging with Assad and
But Park Police said now will seek to bolster
there has been greater self- Syria’s opposition.
policing than at McPher
President Barack Obama
son Square. Both rats and said the Syrian leader’s de
feces were found in the parture is only a matter of
square.
time.

-Chicago Tribune

-Washington Post

London,
England
Celebrations of Queen
Elizabeth’s reign began
Feb. 6 and will continue
through June, when Lon
don will mark the anniver
sary of her coronation with
festivities, including up to
1,000 boats sailing up the
River Thames.
The queen was honored
with a 41-gun salute in
London’s Hyde Park Mon
day, and a 21-gun salute in
Edinburgh, Scotland.
She is the oldest Brit-I
ish monarch but has not
yet passed her great-great
grandmother Victoria as
the longest-reigning. The
queen seems to have her
mother’s longevity.

-Associated Press

Morgan McCririe
Jamie Pickett

ABOUT GLIMMERGLASS
The GiimmerGlass is the official
newspaper of the Associated Students
of Olivet Nazarene University and a
member of the Illinois College Press
Association, The opinions expressed
in the GiimmerGlass are those of each
writer and are not necessarily held
by the Associated Students Council,
faculty, administration ojr students of
Olivet Nazarene University.
Until 1941, the university news
paper was known simply as Olivet
News. Former adviser Bertha Suppléé
proposed the name GiimmerGlass silet visiting upstate New York, where
’ she discovered a lake with the same
name. The lake was as dear as glass I
and “glimmered” in the breeze. The
newspaper staff adopted the name in
spring of 1941, with the vision that it
would symbolize the paper’s mission
to reflect the truth and the values of
Olivet Nazarene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
The GiimmerGlass encourages read
ers to respond through letters to the
editor. For publication, letters must be
signed and sent to the GiimmerGlass
at campus box 6024 or e-mailed to
glimmerglass@oiivet.edu. The editor
reserves the right to edit letters for
content, style and length. Publication
is not guaranteed. Further inquiries
may be addressed by calling the Glim- .
merGlass office at campus extension

Students release
stress through art
Jordan Lewis
Staff Writer

hird floor of the library,
a giant cup of coffee, a
frazzled look on your face.
What do all these things have in
common?
They could mean you’re
stressed.
jj Stress is part of the college ex
perience, but it doesn’t have to be
an overwhelming part. At times it
can feel similar to the weight of
the world on Atlas’ shoulders, but
it doesn’t have to kill you.
Several outlets for stress are
available on campus. One that
many students find helpful.' is
through art.
A group known as Artworks
meets once a week on Thursdays
from 6 to 7 p.m. to rid themselves
of frustrations through the plat
form of creativity.
Although creativity is always
the focus, the type of art produced
may change from semester to se

T

mester.
“The type of art has varied from
paintings, drawings, sculptures
and craft projects,” group facilita
tor Susan Ferris said. According
to Ferris, this semester is largely
focused on painting and drawing
due to the success of last year.
One benefit of the class » that
it is “one hour {students] get to
focus on themselves and be cre
ative,” Ferris said.
Some students mirrored that ex
citement for creativity.
p l |l think it will help relieve the
stress of a lot of students and act
as a great outlet for a lot of peo
ple,” junior Olivia Cheatham said.
The group is also open to those
who may be new to working with
art as a. stress reliever.
“The best part about the class is,
you don’t even have to be go,od at
art,” junior Paige Schwartz said.
Stress is something students
deal with on the college campus,
and Artworks is one way they can
“relieve stress through the venue
of art,” Ferris said.

Jerusalem,
ISRAEL
President Mahmoud Ab
bas of the Palestinian Au
thority embraced recon
ciliation with the Islamist
movement Hamas on Feb.
6, agreeing to head a unity
government.
The move was wel-jj
corned by a variety of Pal
estinians who are fed up
with the plight at the heart
of their national move
ment. On Sunday he told
his cabinet that for Israel,
living in the Middle East
required toughness.
“In such a region,” he
said, “the only thing that
ensures our existence, se
curity and prosperity our
strength.” "

-CNN

-New York Times

The nominations are in
Meg Dowell
Staff Writer

Sunday Feb. 26, will mark the
84th annual Academy Awards.
Each of ’the 24 categories will
yield a winner^who will take
home a 2011 Oscar.
The categories of Cinematog
raphy, Best Picture and Actress
in a'Leading Role include films
such as “The Girl with the Dragoij
Tattoo” and “War Horsey” “The
Help” earned nominations in three
different categories — Best Pic
ture, Actress in a Leading Role
and two nominations in Actress in
a Supporting Role. “Hugo ■man
aged U nominations, making it
the film with the most nomina
tions this year.
Nominated for Best Picture,
Cinematography, Costume Design
and more, “Hugo”;fells the story
of a Paris orphan who attempts to
uncover the mysteries revolving
around his father, a robot, and a
heart-shaped lqck and key.
This year’s nominees are
enough to keep national as well as
Olivet movie lovers on their toes.
“I’m trying to work.my way
through all of the films nominated
for Best Picture,” sophomore Re

becca Wilkinson said. ‘T m really
pulling for ‘Tree of Life’ to win ...
but I’m guessing [Jt will be] ‘The
Artist.’»

. Other 2011 nominations include
“The Descendents” for Best Pic
ture, “Rango” for Animated Film,
and Brad Pitt and George Clooney
in .the Actor in a Leading Role
category. “Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows: Part 2” has been
nominated for its efficiency in the
Visual Effects category.
Now that the nominees have
been announced, the world awaits
the announcement .of the winners.
As always, it’s up to the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci
ences to decide which films, direc
tors and writers will take home an
Oscar this year.
Correction: In the Jan. 26 is
sue, an article about Mr. ONU
incorrectly identified Superman
as a Marvel comic hero. Su
perman actually belongs to the
D.C. Comics brand. A cutline in
that .story also said the contes
tants practiced their dance rou
tine in Chapman’s basement,
when they had actually prac
ticed in upstairs Birchard.
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Abby Boardman

go to Joule at olivet.mrooms3.net mail when posts are added to the
and sign in using your Joule user- forum, use the drop-down arrow
Staff Writer
name and current password. Then after “Subscription” to select that
oule, a new student learning select your name at the top right option. Use the “Browse” button
program which will replace of the screen, click “Change pass to add an attachment (if desired)
Blackboard next semester, is word” (keeping in mind the pass and click the gray button to “Post
receiving mixed reviews among word requirements when you cre to forum
7. How to use e-mail through
students currently using the new ate your new password) and click
Joule:’Click on “Compose E-mail”
“Save changes.”
system.
3. Where to find announcements: in the “Quickmail” block. Under
“The new program is great,’s
sophomore Morgan Lucas said. Once you have clicked on the title the “Potential Recipient^)” sec
“With Joule, everything is in one of a specific course, announcements, tion on the right, click oirthe indi
place, so it seems more efficient.” are displayed in the upper-left cor vidual to whom you would like to
Junior Nora Durkin is interested ner of the screen, as well as in the send an e-mail. To add additional
in learning the new system, but “Latest News” link at the top of the individuals, hold down the “Ctrl”
knows that it will take time.
“If Joule is more-efficient I will
be glad to use the program,” she
‘Currently, [Joule] seems very confusing to me,
said. “It is just a matter of actu
and it isfrustrating that I have to learn a new
ally wanting to learn it. Current
ly, [Joule] seems very confusing
program when I only have one class on Joule/
to me, and it is frustrating that I
have to learn a new program when
key and click additional names. To
I only have one class on Joule. I center screen.
4. How to submit assignments: remove a name selected in error,
wish all of my classes had been
switched at one time so I would Navigate to the assignment in the hold down the “Ctrl” key and click
have been forced to learn the new course view and click its title. Af the name to be removed. When all
ter reading the instructions for the the desired names are selected in
program.” .
For students who are still get assignment near the “Upload a file” the “Potential Recipient(s)” sec-;
ting used to the Joule system, here label, you will see a small upload tion, click the gray “Add7 button
is a step-by-step navigation of the form. Click the “Browse” button, in the middle. The names should
locate the file you wish to upload now be displayed in the “Selected
basics:
1. How to find Joule: Go to from your computer or USB and Recipient(s)” section on the left.
Enter the subject and the message
the MyOlivet portal at my.olivet. click “Upload this file.”
5. How to check your grades: of the e-mail. You can also add
edu. Log in with your username
and password. The “My Joule Locate the “Administration” block an attachment, if desired. Click
Classes” tab ]s located in the cen in the left column and click on the “Yes” if you would like a receipt
ter of the portal’s homepage, with “Grades” link, or view your grades (an e-mail sent to you) or leave
by visiting your profile, selecting it as “No” if you would not like
course names listed beneath it.
2. How to log in to Joule/ehange the “Activity Report” tab and then a receipt. When you are finished,
click the gray “Send Email” butl
your password: Once you have clicking the “Grades” sub-tab.
6. How to use discussion boards: ton at the bottom.
logged in to the portal, you have
signed into Joule. If you are a firsts Click the “Forum” link, select the
For more information on how to
time user, follow the instructions title of the post (the link in the “Dis
in the e-mail sent to you from IT cussion” column) and click “Re navigate Joule, go to the “Student
describing how to get to Joule and ply.” Type your subject and your Training” tab in Joule, or contact
Sign in using a temporary pass message (both are required entries). the IT department at (815) 939word. To change your password, If you would like to receive an e- 5302 or it@olivet.edu.

J

Primaries Glimmer
Glances
update
Jenny White
Assistant News Editor

Winter
Break

Rep. Mitt Romney took Florida
Jan. 31, winning with 46.4 percent
of the vote, with Gingrich behind
him at 31.9 percent, according to
1 0 t ll~ 1 2 t ii
The New York Times on Jan. 31.
Gingrich’s
described
his
loss in Florida as a “two-man
nomination fight” with Rom
ney acroSs 46 more states.
After the Florida victory,’;
Romney encouraged Republi
can voters to unite and to fo
cus on the November election.
“I stand ready to lead this party
and to lead this nation,’* he said.
Although
the
Republican
candidates are currently pitted
against one another, in Novem-|
ber the GOP leader will haie
to take on Democratic candi
date, President Barack Obama.
Around 14 percent fewer Rer
publicans turned out to vote in
this year’s Florida primary, a
possible sign of trouble in the
Republican party, according to a
the Chicago Tribune on Feb. 1.
Additionally, nearly four out
of every 10 Republican primary
voters (38 percent), when polled,
said they are not fully content
with any of the GOP candidates.
They . also said that all four
contenders have a lot work to do
before Super Tuesday, when 10
states have primary contests, ac
cording to Fox News on Feb. 1.
Although the decrease of Re T ^ T P / ’T f T T 1 c y n
publican voters in Florida’s pri* K J c j G J c j O O
mary may not predict a signifig
cant problem in November, it is a
“warning sign” for the Republican
Party, said Michael McDonald,
one of the country’s leading ex
perts on voter turnout.

(feb
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Reed adds
stream
table and
aquarium *

telo
17th.
US N a t l Guard
band o f th e

Midwest
Concert

Abby Boardman

te b
18th

Staff Writer

Olivet’s science classes will be
come more interactive this yearj|
as Reed has received some new
additions.
For instance, the geology de
partment has recently purchased a
stream table for hands-on student
learning.
The table slopes from one end
to the other, taking on the like
ness of a miniature stream. Water
flows from the higher end of the
landscape to the lower. Thirty-five
gallons of ground-up plastic act
like sand to display the different
stream processes on a larger scale.
This table is the first of its kind.
Stretching three meters long and
one meter wide, it takes 40 gallons
of water to operate and «^con
structed with aluminum similar to
those used on an airplane.
The geology department has
been considering a stream table
for several years, and this newly
designed table fits the depart
ment’s need.

The aquarium, located in the stairwell of Reed, features fish found in the Kankakee River.

Various geology classes such as
Physical and Historical Geology,
Earth and Space Sciences, Geo
morphology and Earth Hazards!
and Hydrogeology will be using
the new table to observe groundwater interactions and contami
nants, stream processes, and how
human modifications affect the
way a stream will flow.
Starting this semester, students
will get hands-on experience
working with the stream table;
teaching assistants for these class
es will be specially trained to give
demonstrations with guidance
from professors.
Sophomore Michelle Mitchell
is currently taking Physical and
Historical Geology and is excited

about the new stream table.
“Although I have not seen the
new table yet, I’m eager to be able
to see entire stream modification
processes as well as the different
manipulations humans have on
stream processes.’* .
The table has many more pos
sibilities, according to Dr. Kevin
Brewer, geology and physical sci
ence professor.
“I’m excited to have [the stream
table] and see what students can
research with it. It’s a great ex
perimental piece of equipment,”
he said.
Senior Sam Smidt, a geology
and environmental science major,
is enthusiastic about the possibili
ties of adding the stream table.

“I’m excited as a hydrogeology
T.A. to help demonstrate surface
and groundwater interactions to
other students,” he said. “The
stream table brings a practical
realism to geomorphology and
hydrogeology in'ways we haven’t
been able to experience in the sci
ence department before.”
The biology department also
has a new addition: a 650-gallon
freshwater aquarium, filled with
30 fish and a variety of plant life.
Located ifi the stairwell on
the first floor of Reed, this new
aquarium is modeled after, the
Kankakee River ecosystem and is
designed for students to study the
behavior of freshwater fish such
as pike, bass and bluegill.

Winter
g o lt o u tin g
2012

te b
23rd

04____
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Politicians and primaries
Matt Van. Dyke

Republican nominee in the 2012 presiden
tial election.
With that being said, just who are the can
didates running in these primary elections?
mericans love a good fight. Flip
Surprisingly, despite all being R epub
through the channels on the televi licans, each candidate has his own spirit
sion and you’ll find several instanc and style. The frontrunner, Mitt Romney,
es of conflict in our society.
has been portrayed in the primaries and the
“The fact is ... he doesn’t fit.., he can’t debates as the “moderate Republican.” Fol
even break out in his own party.. .”
lowing his tenure as governor of Massachu
No, this isn’t a quote from the latest “Jer setts, Romney has been criticized by fellow
sey Shore” episode; it’s a quote from Re Republicans as being too liberal. Romney’s
publican hopeful Newt Gingrich. With all greatest quality, however, is staying silent.
of the empty political rhetoric and mud- Despite being called “beige” by Jon Stew
slinging going on these days, it would be art on “The Daily Show,” it is this bland
forgivable to mistake the month as October ness that has kept Romney stable among
rather than February.
the many other hopefuls who have risen and
This Republican primary season has been fallen over the past year.
the most emotional and heated in decades:
Romney’s personal rival, Newt Gingrich,
Despite many conservatives’ undying love has proven to be the most viable “opposi
for the former President^ Ronald Reagan, tion” to the aforementioned candidate. Gin
the current pool of candidates have thrown grich, the former Speaker of the House d u b
his “11th commandmenf’ into the Potomac: ing Clinton’s administration, has portrayed
“thou shalt not speak ill of any fellow Re himself as the favorite of the Republican
publican.”
base. The former speaker has been appeal«
Last week’s primary in Florida further ing to conservative Republicans, and he
solidified the current field of Republicans was victorious by a considerable margin in
contending for the White House. After the South Carolina primary. However, fol
winning the Florida primary by almost lowing heavy defeats in the past week and
14 points and the Nevada primary by 28 a questionable moral history, the Gingrich
points, Mitt Romney has taken a command campaign is waning in support.
ing lead on his opponents. While the race is
Ron Paul; another hopeful, has been
far from over,- with each passing primary it propelled by a very diverse and energetic
appears as though Romney will become the grassroots campaign. The “libertarian
Contributing Writer

A

Lost Labours
Jimmy Phillips

Love is a stranger. At least, it should be.
Every year people complain about
Valentine’s Day. They whine about how
you shouldn’t need a special day to love
somebody or to express that love, but I
disagree. Easter is when we celebrate
the death and resurrection of Jesus.
Fourth of July is when we celebrate our
country’s' independence. Labor Day is
for the celebration of sloth. St. Patrick’s
Day is when we honor those tater-eating
gingers. Likewise, Valentine’s Day is the
day we have for loving people.
, Apart from a good massacre, I can’t
think of a lot of things to do on February
14th. There are roses, chocolates, little
cutesy pieces of paper and all the other
things people in love like to send each
other. I would like to now present a case
for why we need to really embrace this
holiday.
People say “I love you” way too much.
Whether it’s parents saying to their kids
or RAs saying it to their residents, those
words manage to get their fair share of
verbal action. The more you say it, the
less it means. You start looking like
nothing more than a trashy kid, prosti
tuting your affection to anybody desper
ate enough to take it. If I tell everybody I
love them, then nobody is special.
It’s like calling people beautiful. If I
hear a kid tell everybody they are beauti
ful, then I just think the dude has abso
lutely no standard of beauty. Let’s face
it, there are some ugly people out there.
Similarly, there are some people I just
don’t care for. They smell funny and
they wear strange clothes. So I want to
say “I love you” sparingly.
Imagine a world where nobody tells
others of their love. When you are de
prived of warm-fuzzy emotion, you tend
to appreciate it more»when it comes your
way. I am sure there is a study that says
a dog likes a bone better when he hasn’t
gotten one in a while. Sure, suicide rates
might increase and general surliness will
definitely be on the rise, but the benefits
far outstrip the drawbacks.
You are really doing people a service
by forcing them to live without love. It
will make them turn to God to find their
worth. With successful evangelism on
the decline, perhaps this new and alter
native approach is worth a shot.
If what used to work no longer does,
change it up. Valentine’s Day could
mean a whole lot if we just let it. So I
ask you to cut people off from your tree
of amity. Let them taste the sweet and
juicy fruit only when the fruit is ripe. No
tree continually produces a crop. It takes
seasons to mature, as should your love.
If you don’t mean it, don’t say it. And
don’t say it if it’s not February 14th.
Please, watch your mouth.

feel close to his father again after his death
in the attacks on the Twin Towers on 9/11.
All Oskar had to go by was the word
“ black” written on a small manilla envelope
in which the key was contained. He set out
to find every person with the last name of
The sixth borough is a common myth in Black in the five boroughs in hopes to find
New York City but finds its audience with what his father had left him, but on his jour
children as most fairy tales do. The borjj ney Oskar found so much more. He found
ough, an island, was once the sixth to the the sixth borough.
five currently found in the city but it floated
This film is not one of fantasy, so when
away into the sea.
I say he found the sixth borough, I don’t
In “Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close,” mean he found the physical sixth borough
Thomas Schell sends his son, Oskar, on a that floated away into the sea. He found
search they called “the greatest expedi what I believe is truly the sixth borough to
tion” to find this mysterious sixth borough. Oskar, the people in the small nooks and
Thomas asked Oskar to find items on indi crannies of New York City who made his
vidual endeavors, but he never had anything adventure all the more meaningful.
specific in mind, he was just proud when
What Oskar had been looking for all
Oskar returned with an object. It was solely along was right in front of him the whole
about Oskar believing he was accomplish time and so spectacular that I refuse to spoil
ing something.
it for anyone who has not yet seen the mov
This drove Oskar to set out on his adven ie. But it does speak volumes about God’s
ture to find the lock for a key he found in a relationship with us; God is always with us
vase owned by his father. Oskar so believed even when we don’t realize it.
in finding the lock because he wanted to
The sixth borough becomes something

choice,” Paul has pushed a very different
platform than many others. Running on an
anti-war, small government platform, Paul
has appealed to college students and inde
pendents all across the country. Despite dis
appointing finishes in many primaries, the
Paul campaign has not shown any signs of
forfeit and should be a force until the end of
the season.
The final candidate in the race is the for
mer senator from Pennsylvania, Rick Santorum. Santorum is considered by many as
the “compassionate conservative” and has
appealed to many evangelicals across the
country. His surprise victory in Iowa resur
rected his dwindling campaign and has si-„
phoned off enough votes from Gingrich and
Paul to give Romney victories.
Overall, most political analysts believe
Romney will be the eventual nomination
from the Republican Party. But considering
how difficult and dirty this nomination pro
cess has been, the Democratic Party’s job
will be made simple.
Although conflict may be amusing, the
best part of “Jersey Shore” is being able to
turn it off; America won’t be able to turn off
this political mess until summer.

Matt Van Dyke is president o f Capitol Hill
Gang, the political science club. He can be
reached at mvandyk@live.olivet.edu.

more to me as it did to Oskar as I reflect on
the story. As the body of Christ, we operate
outside of the jurisdiction of any city lines.
We are not defined by our nation but rather
by the Kingdom of God. We don’t specifi
cally belong in any of the five boroughs, the
50 states, the 196 countries, or the seven
continents. We are in, but not of, this world.
The Kingdom of God is the sixth borough,
the 51st state, the 197th nation, the fourth
estate, the eighth continent. Christians are
the inhabitants of the sixth borough and we
can’t let our borough float away.
We must remain in the world as active
members of the body of Christ healing such
broken people as those like Oskar left be
hind in the aftermath of 9/11.
We are Christians first and inhabitants of
our respective nations second. It might be
hard to continually find where the sixth bor
ough is needed but as Thomas Schell said,
“If it isn’t difficult to find it is not worth
finding.”
We must be Oskar and dig through every
nook of the world to find the broken be
cause they are worth finding.

—
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Marriage is arbitrary in walk

Marriage fulfills Christian walk

Ian Morley

Danette Marko

You can probably recall the famous scene
from “The Princess Bride” that opens with
a;,j/ery interesting-looking priest talking
about marriage in a very interesting voice.
It’s probably one of my favorite parts to
quote. And sometimes it’s the first thing
that pops into my head when a hear the
word “marriage.”
,
But my goodness, it sounds nice to us.
Maybe not getting married to a crazy, ugly
prince or a woman with the name Butter
cup. But to us, the institution of marriage
is an exciting, but fearsome, thing. There
afe so many benefits. Emotional spiritual,
financial* sexual H and the list goes on.
We here at Olivet are in a place that’H
perfect for relationships. People who have
similar values, are in the same age group,
and are usually pretty atfractivlg It’s fertile
soil to grow a good relationship. But isn’t
it fertile soil for something else ^goTj.:,]
At Olivet, we’re supposed to be learning
academically and growing spiritually. And
relationships have the ability to damage
both of those.
Don’t get me wrong, I know a lot of
people who are in relationships that are
glorifying to God. They are able to grow
closer to Him through their relationships;
But there are far too many people who
assume dating will bring them closer to
Christ automatically, or who think they’re
far enough along spiritually when really,
they’ve got a lot of work to do.
If you’re wondering whether or not you

should stay single for
Jesus, then you probably
should.
After allRno servant
can serve two masters.
Jesqsl said so Himself.
We as followers of
Christ have to be singu
lar in purpose. We can’t
fall for the things that
catch our eye, and then
try to make them fit into
the plan we think He
has. If our focus » on
Christ, then we will long
and yearn to get closer to Him. Paul writ®
in 1 Corinthians 7, “He who is unmarried
cares for the things of the Lord ... But he
who is unmarried cares about the things of
the world - how he may please his wife l a s
I know I want to care most about the
things of the Lord. I don’t want to have to
Worry ¿bout buying flowers or calling regu
larly or taking walks. I want to be able to
give generously to the poof, 'spend heavy1
amounts of time in prayer and liv© con
stantly in the presence of God. Unhindered.
My prayer is that your heart desires the
same. He’ll provide what He knows is best,
and what He knows will draw you closer
to Him.
Above all, love Christ. Whether you’re
in a relationship, out of a relationship or
in that awkward almost-dating stage, love
Christ. It’s more real than any otherilove.

Dear friends, if you are
single, please rest ; as
sured that you still have
the immense privilege
of walking with God.
He does not love you
any less because you do
not have a “significant
other.” He has fashioned
«¿ch of us for the same
purpose: to love Him.
God’s creation of hu
mans entails so many
mind-blowing concepts
that one could write for
years and never be able to explain the won
ders of it all. There is one detail in this cre
ation process, however, that I feel society
too quickly.neglects.
While we embrace Paul’s words in 1 Cor
inthians 7:25-40, where he explains hoi$F
the single life is often the best route, we
may often fail to acknowledge God’s words
in G enes& ;f
In Genesis 2:18, God sayspTt is not good
for man to be alone.”
Why have wse come up with this notion
that God has intended for some people to
remain single?
Let’s face it. We either want to grant
singles comfort because we don’t see any
potential for them (cruel, but true)'Of We
want them to stop worrying.so much about
a relationship that they lose sight of God.
Looking at the latter reason, we have

the right intentions, but accomplish our
purpose through the production of a her
esy. God intended some people to remain
single? Really? God, who sanctified mar
riages* created woman specifically for
man’s sake, and who equates Himself as
the Bridegroom awaiting His bride, wants
people to remain single?
Now, I am not calling single people sin
ners bent against complying to God’s will,
because single people can love Jesus and
sefve Him just as much as those in a rela
tionship.
HR do not, however, feel it is right to
say God fashions some humans ibr the
'Single lifestyle. Just as we were made to
love Him, we were also made to love our
spouses.
* please do not be offended if you are sin
gle. I, myself, am single. I do not write this
as a condemnation, but as a plea. Please do
not think that you are one of the “chosen”
singles as determined by God.
Next time you pass a bathroom and see
the signs on the doors, please note the dis
tinction in genders. Genesis 1:27 says, “!3o
God created mankind in His own image,
in the image of God he created them; male
and female, He created them.jjjR
Why would God create two genders if
He hasn’t deemed them both necessary?
As cheesy as it may sound, we were made
lor each other.
Don’t give up hope. Your spouse is out
there.

Marrying for more than love
Marriage based on the movements of the heart finds rocky foundation
Autumn Keiss
Life Editojr.,

A woman stands in the kitchen of a small
American home. Shrimp sizzle on the
stove, while she chops asparagus with a
sharp knife and competent hands.
A little girl stands beside her, watching
her mother cook dinner and waiting anx
iously-for her father to arrive home from
Work.
The woman is not anxious. The man is
her second husband and was her third en
gagement. She chose him based upon the
whims of the heart, based upon that thing
Americans call love, and she regrets her
decision. She regrets not finding a “happily
ever after.”
“You shouldn’t marry for love, because
most people have no idea what love really
is,” the woman, Aldona Pazin, said. “Wom
en are so blindsided by marriage because
we grow up thinking it turns into happily
ever after. Statistics* show that we couldn’t
be further from the truthgSH
Yét American culture ignores Pazin’s
warning. Girls watch princess movies and
women watch romances with stories that
end before the wedding. The stories of ¡Cin
derella,” of “The Notebook” and of “When
Harry Mer'Sally” teach men and women the
hardest part of the relationship is walking to
the altar. Once two people have professed
their love for each other, everything is sup
posed to be easy.
Americans put their faith in the simple,
easy love they see in movies. David. Shumway, author of Modem Love: Romance,

Intimacy, and the Marriage Crisis writes!
“The expectation that marriage will be a
continuation of the romantic state has been
attributed to the influence of these romanttej
stories [in fiction],” and in another study by
Chris Sergin and Robin L. Nabi “viewing...
romantic comedies, and soap opera was
positively associated with idealistic expec
tations about mar
riage”
* Our culture has al
lowed entertainment
to define love as an
extreme
emotion.
It is something you
fall headHver-heeftj
into, something you
feel, something allconsuming. It is the
emotion people long
for, and there is evidence to suggest it is a
feeling that may lead to divorce.
SgTeople fall in love an average of six
times in their lifetime, with one in four fall
ing in lôve 10 times,” said a 2008 article on
FoxNews.com.
Lové is a volatile emotion that does not
promote long lasting relationships. Healthy
marriages, however, can be built upon other
traits and characteristics.
Dr. Emily Kensington, a psychotherapist
who specializes jn couples and marital ther
apy, emphasizes a need for awareness.
“One of the first things I ask [a couple] is
‘What do you love about one another?’” she
said.
“If the answers indicate little depth, se
rious trouble is indicated. Replies such as
‘because she’s pretty’ or ‘he’s fun’ are trou

mas drifting through the air; She has been
bling signs, indicating surface attraction.”
Dr. Kevin Lowery, professor of philoso engaged three timef| and married twice.
phy at Olivet and a husband of 23 years, Her first marriage ende<| because it began
agrees with Kensington’s ideas. Lowery be “for all the wrong reasons.”
lief es, “love is a strong key, but just caring
It started during an emotional crisis after
Pazin’s mother passed away after “a long
about the Other person isn’t enough.HH
A married couple needs to be in partner torturous battle with cancer” and lasted less
ship and grow together, and each spouse than a year. Her second engagement also
should appreciate the ended quickly, after she found her fiance in
■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■
similarities and dif their bed with another woman.
Pazin met her current husband shortly
ferences of the other,
according to Lowery. after her second engagement ended. They
“I don’t care have been married for nine years and have a
how
committed ?young girl named Jessica who is the bright
someone is, the deck est part of Pazin’yfffe.
is stacked against
Pazin’s experience with relationships
them if the couple has molded the way she hopes to raise her
isn’t going in the child. She believes mothers should teach
same direction,” he daughters, “about compatibility, common
said. “The goal is for interests, common traits, about goals, and
someone to have a ,vision for his or her life the big picture.
and for the spouse to have a vision and see
“[They] should marry a man because he
if they can create a shared vision where is [their] friend and if [they are friends they]
both feel equally fulfilled.”
have gotten down and dirty and know him.’j
Many couples reject love. Even those
Pazin believes marriage should not be
who believe love is an important part of about love, but about respect and forgive
marriage do not believe it should be the ness.
foundation of the relationship.
“If you are going to marry someone you
Doug Long, who has been married 23 need to be prepared to forgive them for the
years, Stressed the need for compatibility, most horrible thing you can think of,” she
while Candace Wilson-Randall, a. vrife of said. “Marriage has much more to do with
nine years, believes couples should be in your capacity to be able to forgive than
love, but they should not “get married just loveJH
for love.”
Some unmarried students agree with
“Love changes and sometimes fadei, Pazin. Sophomore Brad Gerwin believes
[and] if that’s the only reason [people get “'riove might be what sparks the original in
married] what happens then® she asked.
terest, but commitment, compatibility, pa-1
Pazin is still standing in the kitchen, a tience, trust and understanding need to be
frown on her face despite the delicious aro the main elements in a marriage.”

‘M arriage has much
more to do with your
capacity to be able to
forgive than love/
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Left and
right: Faculty
members Jay
and Jeanette
Martinson
met as
students at
Olivet, when
Jay was the
GlimmerGlass
editor and
Jeanette was
a class rep
resentative
on student
council.

Sean James,
Roses are pink, / Tulips are yellow, / I really love
you! / You ’re such a sweetfellow.
Love, Ainsley Clarissa
Dear Tye,
I am so thankful to have you in my life, as a friend
and boyfriend. :) You make me so happy. I love you.
XOXO, JoAnna

Tail
We should getjerseys, cuz we make a good team.
But yours would look better than mine, cuz you ’re
outta my league. You ‘re some kind o f wonderful!
Love you! - Jared
Dear Eric Dennymt
I can’t believe how fa r we have come. I have en
joyed every second o f it. You truly are the one that
completes me,(Maythis be the beginning to our
forever. Will you bemine!?
Love, Brittany
To my love, Vanessa Rodriguez,
Happy Valentine’s Day! I Love You! I hope you
are having a good day! I know I am because I am
with you. These past 11 months with you have been
amazing! Thank you fo r everything you do fo r me!
Love, Nicholas Mohr
Todd,
You are the most gorgeous man in the world. I want
to smother theit scruffyface in kisses and look into
those soft blue eyesforever.
Love, Texas
To: A ll o f last year’s Williams 2N girls (and those
adopted by thefloor as well)
This is fo r all you beautiful ladies who have
changed my life! I thank God every day fo r each
and every one o f you. I pray that on this day you
remember that you are loved, Notju st from me but
from your Father up above. Happy Valentine’s Day!
From: Cristina
Dear Chris Cornish,
I love you more than pigs. Yes, this is true.
Love always, Your Secret Admirer

ml 'M m r n zfm m
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Below: Jay
used the'
GlimmerGlass
to propose
to Jeanette.

Everyone has decisions to make: simple or complex.
/ But my decision fo r love was easy. / You make
my heart skip. / I have fallen in love. / The obvious
choice is you. / I t ’s always been you.
Justine,
I love your face and your asymetrical posters. Your
deceased pony purse puts a smile on my PETA hat
ingface. Working with you has been the highlight
o f my life. Honestly, I think o f the great things I ’ve
done, like being bom and raising two kids alone,
and you stand above them all. I love you. - Jimmy
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Holding out for an Olivetian
Martinsons meet, fall in love during college
Jordan Lewis
Staff Writer

“Ring by spring” is nothing new.
Olivet has been marrying off stu
dents for at least a quarter of a
century.
Jay and Jeanette Martinson
were swept away by the Olivetian
catch phrase 25 years ago.
After meeting at Olivet as stu
dents, the couple returned to the
university six years after gradua
tion when Jay, currently the chair
of the communication department,
began working at the school. His
wife joined the faculty a few years
ago and is an adjunct professor for
several graduate courses.
The two met during Jay’s senior
year and Jeanette’s junior year of
undergraduate work.
HfW e met while working on stu
dent council,’’ Jeanette said. “He
was the GlimmerGlass editor and
I was a class representative.”
According to Jay, the two be
came friends on an ASC retreat
the year after they met.
“We rode next to each other in
the van and spent time together all
that weekend, then went to church
together that Sunday,” he said.
They each knew they’d found
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“the one” after their first weekend
together.
“We had all the basics in com
mon,” Jeanette said. “Our families
were similar and our values were
the same. Education and kids were
very important.’^
After three months of dating,
Jay used his position on the Glim
merGlass to pop the question.
. “We always had a quote at the
bottom of the front page,” Jay
said. “Right at the time the paper
was coming out, I was proposing.
We stopped at the exact spot where
we had our first kiss, and she said
yes,” Jay said. He added that the
paper acted as an announcement
of their proposal.
When they walked into Ludwig
later that evening, many students
who had read the newspaper ap
plauded their entrance.
Now that Jay and Jeanette are
no longer love-struck college kids,
they have some advice for students
trying to decide how to propose.
“Make it good; make it roman
tic,0 Jay said.
Jeanette agreed with her hus
band. “You want to have a good
story to tell.”
Jay also stressed the importance
of talking to the woman’s parents.

Tor

We
stopped
a t the
exact spot
where w e
had our
first kiss,
and she
said yes

“Do the man thing,” he said.
They also have advice for new
lyweds. After getting married,
file couple moved out o f the area,
away from the people they knew.
“It helped us make it on our
own,” Jay said.
During their 25-years of m ar^
riage, Jay ■and Jeanette have
learned how to handle hard times.
“Marriage is hard, and it takes
work but it’s worth working for,”
Jay said. “It’s about crucifying
the self. The more you realize it’s
about serving, the better.”
Jay and Jeanette admire the
“ring by spring” idea that brought
them together, even though some
students mock it. “I don’t think
you have to just throw, a ring on
someone’s finger senior year,”
Jeanette said. “But at a Christian
university you’re increasing the
number of people you have to se
lect from.”
And marriage is something
both Jeanette and Jay recommend,
whether students get engaged dur
ing school or after graduation.
•“It’s the most rewarding, fun thing
on earth. I’ve worked more on
this marriage than anything else,
but the payouts are amazing,” Jay
said.

(entinem

Becka Hinkley,
you mean the world to me. I ’m so thankful you said
“I do. ” Your physical beauty and your inner beauty
will make me smile fo r the rest o f our lives together.
I ’m honored to call you my valentine... my wife; ; ‘
Love YOUforever!
J e ff Hinkley

Hannah Miller, thanksfo r saying yes when I asked
you to bem yfriendoverayearandahalfago.
We’ve come quitefa r since then. Thanksfo r being a
wonderful girlfriend. - Thomas Sanders

Geraldine, You are beautiful and I know you can
belt like nobody’s business.
His. A.J.L.

Dearest Muffmcakes,
I love you more than red hair. You are my one and
only woman. I f you ever need a real man, I ’m yours.

Dear Elizabeth Morley,
How blessed I have been to grasp your heels. How’s
aboutforever? '
Always hoping,
Bobby

Jeremy Height,
My adventures have gotten so much more fun with
you around. Be aroundforever? I love you. Happy
Valentine!s Day.
Your co-adventurer, Reetu

To The Flying Dutchman, Sean Emaus and Mounts:
Happy Valentine’s D ayya weirdos.

Dear Meagan Ramsay,
You hair is red, / We are all blue. / You need to come
back, /W E REALLY MISS YOU!!
Love, all o f us

Hey you, why don’t we date already? Love ya.frw l.

Happy Valentine’s Day sweetie! I love you, and I am
so thankfulfo r you. -Love Ben
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Speeding
up the
process
Autumn Keiss
Life Editor

The singles at Olivet finally have a
solution to get that ring by spring:
speed dating.
The sophomore class council"
hosted a speed dating event in the
Warming House Feb. 3.
“The idea of speed dating came Students took notes about their dates at the speed dating event Feb. 3 in
after watching an episode of the Warming House. The event was hosted by the sophomore class counciL
‘Psych’ in which the main char
acters have to participate in speed
dating in order to solve a murder,”' ‘I t w as
more girls originally signed up for speed dating or homework.”
said Brandon Klemm, sophomore
Sophomore Cory Lara thought
the event, compared to about 30
great to
class president.
he would give ft a try.
sophomore guys.
The doors opened at 7 p.m., and m eet new
“My self-esteem is already low,
According to Josh Parker, soph!
speed dating started at 7:30. Each
omore class chaplain, 26 of the it’s not like it can get any lower,”
date was two minutes long, and a people fcj
women who attended the event he said.
list of questions at each table pro
Despite some initial skepticism,
were not sophomores, and 15
That
vided conversation starters like,
more men than women signed up. many students enjoyed dating.
tiWould you rather have the ability doesn’t
I’m really glad I went,” sopho
Luckily, once everyone arrived,
to fly or read people’s minds?’’ and
the event was only short one fe more Kelsey Steines said. “It was
happen
“Do you date athletes or nerds?” ■;
male, which may have been due to great to meet new people. That
Halfway through the dates, an as much
some creative advertising.
doesn’t happen as much now
intermission allowed daters to
“The people selling tickets because by sophomore year ev
now...’
catch their breath.
begged me to come,” freshman eryone has settled into their own
“This is exhausting,” junior
Maria Anderson said. “They said group of friends.’’ ,
Taylor Williamson said before the
Some have high hopes for the
they’d give me a free ticket, so I
second round of dates.
night’s event.
came.”
Originally for sophomores only,
/“I hope someone met their soul
Other students had different
the event was opened to all classes
mate tonight,^ sophomore class
reasons for attending.
at the last minute due to a lack of
Sophomore Benjamin Prude council member Anna Grieder
female interest. Only 15 sophoparticipated because it was “either said.'

The sour side of sweets
Bryan Stevens
and Rachel Waltz
Contributing Writers

rom an early age, we’re
tauglit sugary foods are
treats that should be limited.
Yet as Valentine’s Day ap
proaches and sweets are filling the
shelves of stores and bakeries, old
lessons are easy to ignore. After
all, who can resist a heart-shaped
box of bonbons or hot chocolate
on a cold winter day?
The old “you are what you
eat” trick our parents used is not
enough to keep us away from
sweets, and while small amounts
o f sugar are not bad, we need to
know exactly why overindulging
our sweet tooth should be avoid.
The American Heart Associa
tion provides some reasons to stay
away from sugar.
For instance, eating and drink
ing extra sugar puts us at an in-l
creased risk for high blood pres
sure and high cholesterol, which
can lead to headaches and heart
disease.
Diets high in sugar can also lead
to an increased risk of being over-j
weight, having a weaker immune
system and even the development
o f type-two diabetes.
You may have even experienced
the infamous “sugar crash” that
follows a period of high energy.
The crash is caused by insulin
released by the pancreas, the or
gan in charge of regulating how
the body uses the sugar we eat.
The pancreas releases a large
amount of insulin in response to
the quick intake of sugar. Insulin
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helps our body use the sugar that it
needs. Once our body either uses
the sugar as energy or stores it for
future use, a lot of insulin remains
in our blood stream. This leads to
a quick drop in our blood sugar
level, leading to a “crashed,” le
thargic feeling.
To avoid eating too much sugar
and experiencing the crash, c o n i
sider the amount of sugar in some
common foods:
• • A frill cup serving of Cinna
mon Toast Crunch has about 14
grams, or around 3 teaspoons, of
sugar.

‘We need
to know
exactly
w hy
over
indulging
our sw eet
tooth
should be
avoided.’

Amount of sugar in
common foods
One serving
Cinnamon Toast
Crunch

14 grams
(3 teaspoons)
20-oz. Pepsi

69 grams
(16 teaspoons)

Starbucks.
Grande Latte

21 grams
(5 teaspoons)'
Steak ‘n Shake
regular vanilla
milkshake

102 grams
(24 teaspoons)
PHOTOS COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

Cory Taylor,
I love you with all my heart, /A n d hope we will
never be permanently apart, / Together, we have
laughter and smiles, / Together, we can jump
through hoops and walk the miles, / You make me
complete, / In your hands, my heart will always be.
Love your wife, Kim Taylor
Dear Caitlyn, Melanie and Emily,
“A stranger stabs you in the front; a friend stabs
you in the back; a boyfriend stabs you in the heart,
but bestfriends only poke each other with straws."
Thanks fo r keeping the laughs coming!
Love, Clarissa
Austin,
Have a Happy Valentine's Day! I am very blessed
that God gave me such a wonderful, kind and
thoughtful man like you. I love you very much.
Renee
To those who brave this day single: / Face it un
ashamed. / Live your life fret-free; / Celebrate today
your freedom to mingle. / No ring before spring? /
No distant wedding bells you hear ring? / D on’t
sweat it. I Find love on your time, / Not with urgency
from an obnoxiously ambitious couple-quotient.
Happy Valentine’s Day.
My dearest Shoe, Blane, Grant, Brad, Wes, Evan
and Bryce, I hold a place in the depths o f my heart
fo r your conviviality and camaraderie. May the day
o f Valentine be the day that remains in our hearts
forever. Ride on D-Bryce and the Boys. Ride on.
,Dear Ellie Kronewitter,
You are the love o f my life, and I can t wait to be
married to you. I hope you have a good Valentine’s
Day.
Love, Chris
Dear Future Husband,
I f you are reading this, know that I can t waitfo r
God to bring us together in His perfect timing. He is
preparing our hearts every day fo r our future rela
tionship. I love you already and pray fo r you daily.
~ E.J.F. (yourfuture wife)

• A Grande Latte from Starbucks packs 21 grams of sugar,
about 5 teaspoons worth.
• A 20-oz. bottle of Pepsi has 69 Happy Valentine s Day, Dustin! I love you and I ’m
grams of sugar, which is approxi so happy God put you in my life. I t’s only been a
mately 16 teaspoons.
few years but Ife e l like I ’ve known you forever. I
• A regular-size vanilla milk can’t wait to see what God has in store fo r us in the
shake from Steak ‘n Shake has future. Have a great day!
102 grams of sugar, which is ap Love, Sarah Louise
proximately 24 teaspoons.
The high amount of sugar in
some foods does not mean those Dear Kevin Osterink,
foods should be avoided all to It has been two years since you gave me a Valen
gether; however, they should be tine ’s card that confirmed my hopes and dreams that
consumed in moderation, and you liked me! Ever since then, it has been a blessing
there are ways to cut back on sug to have you in my life. I love you with all my heart!
Love, your girlfriend, Natalie P.
ar without sacrificing taste.
For example, try eating nonsugaiy cereal in the cafeteria and My Darling Joshua,
sprinkling a sugar substitute on You are such a splendid boyfriend! It has been a
top, or trading your regular cola great year fo r me getting to know all o f your charms
and quirks! Hope to have another great year with
for a diet.
When you go to a coffee shop you! Happy Valentine’s Day!
like Common Grounds try their Love, Nat
sugar-free flavors. You can also
get your sugar from healthier Honey Bunny,
foods like fruit.
You make me smile lots and lots and lots, and I
You can find more information heart yo ’face! Ourfirst year together has had its .
about sugar and sugar alternatives ups and downs, but I ’m happy to have experienced
online, at the grocery store or by it all with you. Ota- second V-day together wilt be
talking to your healthcare provid amazing and I hope you enjoy Blue Man Group **
er or dietician.
That is all. - Aishiteru
The trick is not to avoid sugar
altogether, but to consume it in
moderation. By lowering your Amanda,
sugar intake, you can decrease Love is not measured in miles or tons. It is not
youhealth risks while still satisfy measured in fathoms or hours. Love is measured in
ing that sweet tooth from time to steps taken, the symbolic steps we take together. No
matter where I go or what I see, you ’re with me and
time.
I'm with you. Forever and always.
Bryan Stevens and Rachel Waltz Love, That punk:
are nursing majors at Olivet. They
can be reached at bstevenl@Jive. la m a creature offew words and many noises.
olivet.edu and rwaltz^live.olivet, Happy Valentine's Day Cathy Schutt!
edu, respectively.
Love, the squirrel in your ceiling
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Captain Canada wins
'un-superhero' contest
taught valuable life lessons to the ie. Naldi’s peach mango smoothie
outsold the other contestants’:
men in the audience.
Freshman Tyler Abraham, a.k.a. treats, so he was awarded the title
e makes maple syrup ap Cow-boy, serenaded his cow, Bes of “Mr! Smooth” and a superhero
pear out of thin air and sie, played by sophomore Matt El- cape.
The five judges of the compe
„ fnoonlights as a standup less.
Sophomore Brandon Klemm, tition were Brandon Davey, RD
comedian. B ow Captain Canada
a.k.a. SuperSonic Moose, shat of Hills; Brian Allen, VP of In
takes on another role: Mr. ONU.
Junior Jeremy Height, the Ca tered a large sheet of glass with a stitutional Advancement; Lynda
nadian hero, was crowned Mr. high-pitched scream (and the help Allen, associate professor of busi
ness; and Dustin Hogan, assistant
of a friend with a hammer).
ONU Jan. 28.
Height transformed from Cap RD of Grand apartments, and his
Emcees Spencer Cook, assistant
resident director of Stadium apart4 tain Canada to Captain Comedy, wife, Amanda.
ments, and senior Bryan Stevens doing a stand-up routine like that ’ -Each judge shared their top
hosted the two-hour event, which of New York comedian Demetri choices,'and we proceeded from
there to select the winner,” Davdy
featured videos and talents from Martin.
Senior Jacob Naldi, a.k.a. Jacob said after the event. “It was defi
each of the eight contestants.
The contestants also performed Naldi, launched bananas out of his nitely closet each participant pre
sented something c re a tiv e ^ .
a group dance featuring songs mouth.
Regardless of who won or lo$E;
“Let’s hope he didn’t put any
like Bonnie Tyler’s “Holding Out
for a Hero” and Enrique Iglesias’ bananas in those smoothtesgl ‘students enjoyed the night.
“Bryan [Stevens] and Spencer
Cook said* commenting on the
“Hero.”
[Cook]
did an excellent job em
94
smoothes
Naldi
sold
in
Com
The competitor^ displayed a
wide variety of talents that kept mon Grounds during WRL’s “Mr. ceeing, and I really like the ques
the audience entertained and Smooth” event, which took place tions the contestants were given,”
senior Krista Robyn said. “Over-i
the week before the competition.
laughing.
all,
it was a highly entertaining
During
that
time
each
Mr.
ONU
fUSome sang or played instru
ments, one did his hair and one contestant made a special smooth evening.Sl
Luverta Reames
Asst. Life Editor

H

M.E.R.C. promotes campus unity
Justine Espersen
Assistant Sports Editor

In honor of Black History Month,
Olivet’s Multi-Ethnic Relations
Club (M.E.R.C.) is hosting sev*i
eral on-campus events.
“Our goal for this month is to
help raise awareness of black his
tory, spreading the word about it
on campus,” said senior G.E. Ben
nett, M.E.R.C. president.
To
kick-start
awareness,
M.E.R.C. will put posters around
campus that display historical
figures and honor their accom
plishments. A display case in the
library will also honor different
individuals, so students can better
relate to history.
“My hope for everything that
we’re doing is to build emotions,
to look at it and have a relatable

influence that impacts them,’P
Bennett said.
The club will also sponsor a
showing of the 2011 f ih n ||‘The
Help,” a movie about an author
who writes a b o o k » m the point
of view of African Americans who
work in the homes of wealthy
white families, in Wisner at-3 and
7 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 18.
But the club’s role at Olivet
■m not to just raise awareness of
black history; about it is fodused
on the unity of all races.
“As a club, our aim is to spread
diversity around campus; to in
corporate everyone from different
ethnical backgrounds,"said junior
Torraine Hoover, M.E.R.C. vice
president.
For additional information
about M.E.R.C. events, contact
G.E. Bennett at gebennett@live.
olivet.edu.

Revival equals renewal
Heather Mead
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Staff Writer

Every semester Olivet student and
faculty come together for revival
and renewal.
The university highlights re
vival as a time for worship and
growth, and every semester a dif
ferent speaker leads it.
“We work with College Church
[to decide on a speaker] because
their revival is partnered with
ours,” University Chaplain Mark
Holcomb said. "“Senior Pastor
Kendall Franklin and I bounce
names off each other and then
he’ll make the invitation.”
The process begins six to eight
months before revival, when Hol
comb and Franklin review past
chapel speakers and brainstorm
which ones students would enjoy.
“College Church understands
this is a ministry, and we want a
speaker who can connect with the
students and the church,” Hol
comb said.
The speaker decides what he or
she will tell the students, but Col
lege Church and Olivet emphasize
to him or her that renewal and re
vival must be made a priority in

the speaker’s messages. They also dance,” said Woody Webb, VP of
focus on connecting with the stu Student Development.
Though students cannot study
dents on a deeper level.
’ “[The speaker and I] talk about in the library or work out in the fit
what’s going on spiritually with ness center during revival, some
students,” said Holcomb. “They times the Ludwig game room re
want to know what we’re talking mains open:
“How we did it last year is that
about in chapel.”
Measuring the students’ spiritu-| if you’re working the shift that
al growth is difficult, but one way is during revival, you could find
Olivet tries to do so is by looking someone that could work [flip
at students’ involvement in MIA said junior Cassidy Lancaster,
lower Ludwig student manager.
trips, D groups and ministries.
“Revival is as much a time for “If we couldn’t find someone to
me to listen to what God is say work it, it was closed. It’s staff
ing as it is for anyone else on our choice.”
campus. I’m praying that God > “If [the revival services] are
uses [revival week] to continue to someone’s only time to study, I
make us the people he wants us to find the library is an easy place
to concentrate [and should be
be,” Holcomb said.
Olivet is responsible for helping open],” junior Jessica Harper said.
By closing the library, fitness
the speaker prepare for services,
while College Church arranges center, game room and other cam
travel plans and accommodations. pus locations, Olivet tries to give
A lot of work goes into planning everyone the opportunity to expe
revivals, and the university tries to rience reviyial and focus on God.
“The goal of our Hie is to be like
ensure every student can partici
pate. Many places on campus, like Jesus,” Holcomb said. “Weeks
the C-StorefijCommon Grounds like this are focused on ways to
and Benner Library, close during [do that] ... [Revival] is an inten
revivals, and evening classes are tional time for us to pause, reflect
and ask God how to be more like
postponed or cancelled.
“We do that to encourage atten Him.”
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Band Winter Showcase
ventures into dreamland
Ashley Sarver
Staff Writer

Sigmund Freud once said,
“Dreams are often most profound
when they seem the most crazy.”
Freud could have been de
scribing this year’s Band Winter
Showcase (BWS).
Last weekend, the march
ing band presented this year’s
BWS performance, “Dreamt,” in
Kresge.
BWS is “a show put on by the
marching band, sponsored by our
leadership*” said junior Joy Mat
thews, VP of the band council.
“It’s funny, dramatic, hilarious
and crazy, all at the same time.”As the curtain opened for each
of the four shows, a combination

of sounds from “Somewhere Over
the Rainbow” and Gustav Holst’s
^Mars,” greeted the audience.
Senior Patrick Wright, conduct
ed and arranged the opening piece,
which was, called “Rainbow Over
Mars,” The opening introduced
the-story told by the show, as one
' of the characters fell asleep, and
the audience followed her through
her dreams.

‘It's funny,'dramatic,
hilarious and crazy,
all a t the same time
The dream wound through a
cantina, a jungle and a city in ru
ins. Saxophones played the “Mis
sion Impossible” theme song as

the dreamer tried to escape from
the law, and, laughter filled the au
ditorium when the dreamer came
across a satirical portrayal of “My
Heart Will Go On” from “Titanic.”
The show, which consisted of
many different acts, took a lot of
energy to put together.
“There were a lot of long nights,
almost for the entire marching
band,” said junior Zachary Kohl-,
meier, president of the band couni
cil.
.“Joy Matthews helped keep me
sane. We would decide who would
do the drill, put up practices and
who would be on stage.”-: ;
Despite all the work, Matthews Many Olivet students regularly Tweet during chapel with
is proud of what the band accom- feedback on the services — and those involved.
jftished.
“It’s really rewarding to see ev
erything come together,” she said.

#onuchapel Tweets
start conversation
Luverta Reames
Assistant Life Editor

Above and below: Marching
band members like junior
Rachel Tschetter,
sophomore Malik Temple
and freshman Dustin Dehart
put on Band Winter
Showcase every year.

The Cook's Corner: New beverage options
Nate Spinnie
Contributing Writer

o you want more choices
for what to drink with
your chicken tonight?
Maybe you’ve already tried every
option Sodexo offers, and today
you want to live on the edge. If so;
here are some new ideas to sup
plement your meal and make your
taste buds tingle.

D

Sparkling Cider
Yes, you read correctly. It’s pos
sible to make Sparkling Cider out
of regularly offered Sodexo in
gredients, and the recipe is very
simple.
Fill a cup about a quarter of the
way full with ice, and empty two
sugar packets into the glass. That

way, when you add the other in
gredients, the ice will be sweet
ened and won’t water down the
drink. Then fill the rest of the cup||
halfway with apple juice and half
way Mountain Dew, creating the
perfect mix of carbonated bubbly
and fruity nectar.
If you want, you can also play
with the proportions of the mix, to
add or take away a little of the bite
from the drink. If you aren’t in the
mood for an iced drink and want
something hotter t, keep reading.
Very Berry Twist
Apple juice can be used for
more than making cider. It’s also
the main ingredient in a terrific hot
beverage.
To make a Very Berry Twist,
grab a mug and fill it with apple
juice. Heat the juice in the mi

crowave for about a minute, until
it’s hot, and then grab one of Sodexo’s Berry Black tea bags Steep
the bag in the hot apple juice for
about five minutes, until the color
has darkened significantly. Then
you’re ready to enjoy a complete
ly new perspective on tea.
If Sodexo is out of Berry Black,
or you want to try something a
little different, try steeping Earl
Grey tea in heated cider for more
of a musky, earthen taste.
With the ingredients Sodexo
providesSthe drink possibilities
are endless. All you have to do is
be willing to try something a little
different.
Nate Spinnie is a sophomore engi
neering major. He can be reached
at nkspinnie@live.olivet.edu.

Dr. Mark Quanstrom had his
iPhone out in chapel.
Before delivering his chapel
message on Jan. 12, Quanstrom
read some of the chapel Tweets
students Tweeted on the #onuchapel thread during Dr. Bowling’s
message the day before.
He then warned students that he
would read any live Tweets about
his message over the microphone.
Yet Quanstrom’s iPhone did not
allow him to follow through.
“My stupid iPhone this morning
wouldn’t download the Tweets
during the message,” Quanstrom
tweeted later that afternoon. “Sor
ry ... really wanted to, am reading
them now!”
Despite Quanstrom’s technical
difficulties, many students Tweet
ed during his service and they
have no plans to stop.
“I Tweet partially because these
are the things I would say to my
friends during chapel, or if we
were hearing the sermon on the
radio,” sophomore Amber Leffel
said.
Senior Jordan Bergren uses
Twitter to stay connected with the
student body.
“It gives me a good perspec
tive on what the general Tweeting
student body at Qlivet has to say
about chapel,’■Bergren said. “I
think Tweeting on the #onuchapel
thread, if it stays a healthy atmo
sphere, can be a way. to enhance
the Olivet community in chapel:”

Free
Shuttle
Service

Sophomore Cory Lara Tweets
jokes and opinions about the mes
sage.
“All in all, I do like the inter
active potential chapel Tweeting
gives us,” he said. “Given that
chapel seems a very one-way
communication event, Twitter
provides some potentially useful
live feedback.”

‘I think Tweeting
on the #onuchapel
thread, if it stays a
healthy atmosphere,
can be a w ay to
enhance the Olivet
community in
ch apel*
Not all of the Tweets on the
thread are positive. Some actually
insult the people involved in each
service.
“It’s interesting to see how the
#onuchapel has come to grow be
cause it wasn’t that popular at all
last year, and this year a lot more
people tend to tweet in chapel,”
junior Jose Cruz said.
“There are four different type
of people that Tweet [at Olivet]:
those that love chapel, those that
dislike chapel, those that bash oth
ers for disliking chapel and those
that don’t want you to read their
Tweets,” senior Zach Baker com
mented.

Automor^
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COMPLETE AUTO * TRUCK* RV REPA
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Tiger tennis ready with high hopes

BOX

Women's and men's tennis get ready fo r start o f season Feb. 18

Putting on the stripes

The men’s tennis team is set to be
gin its spring season after weeks
of conditioning and traveling 45
minutes once a week to practice at
the nearest indoor courts in Park
Forest, HI.
The Tigers will open their sea
son Feb. 18 in Grinnell, Iowa,
where they will take on Grinnell
College and Hastings College
(Neb.). They will then travel to
Florida over spring break where
they will play five matches in
three days.
While the Tigers took the top
four singles and the top two
doubles places at ITA Regionals
last October, several players said
they should be even stronger this
spring.

PEnaLT¥
Rachel Kearney
Sports Editor

f you attended any soccer
games this past fall, there’s a
good chance you heard which
ever soccer team that wasn’t play
ing was cheering. One chant they
had for bad calls went like this:
■ “I’m blind, I’m deaf, I wannabe
a ref!”
I have to be honest, that is prob
ably one of my favorite chants
ever. I think it’s really witty and
clever. However, it brings up a
topic in sports that is always con
troversial - the officiating during
games.
Whether you’re a coach, a
player or just a fan, it can be re
ally easy to pin a loss on poor of
ficiating. I’ve seen some pretty
bad calls in my life, and I know
from experience they can be game
changers.
For example, there are few
things more frustrating than when
an official calls any and every
form of physical contact a foul in
basketball. It can mess with the
players’ heads and the other team
could even end up outscoring its
opponent because of free throws.
Mark Cuban, owner of the Dal
las Mavericks, addressed what he
called “off-the-charts” bad offici
ating this year in the NBA during
a press conference following a
loss to the Oklahoma City Thun
der Feb. 1. Cuban has been fined
more than $1 million dollars over
the past years for comments about
officiating, a Feb. 2 ESPN article
said.
Of course, it’s not just the
people directly involved with
the sports that get fired up about
bad calls. I have witnessed par
ents getting removed from games
for comments made to officials.
And I still remember standing in
my high school student section
at games amid students chanting
“Bulls—” and laughing as our ad
ministration would run over, wav
ing their arms to shut them up.
But, with all of that said, I have
tried my hand at officiating. It’s
only been with little kids’ camps,
but believe me it is hard work.
You have to be focused on the
game at all times, always looking
for calls to make. And when you
make the wrong call or the wrong
no-call, you get yelled at - yes,
even by little kids at camp.
I can’t even imagine what it’d
be like to officiate at a real little
kids’ game, or, God forbid, a high
school, college or professional
game. Maybe all sports should be
like tennis at the NAIA level and
have the players make their own
calls. I bet that’d get really inter
esting really quick.
I feel somewhat hypocritical
writing this, ^because yelling at
the officials can actually be fun
for me as a fan - especially when
you have good chants. And as an
athlete, I’ve had my share of roll
ing eyes and making comments to
officials about calls they’ve made.
■While it’s okay to disagree with
calls and try to help officials, we
should also try to respect them as
people and realize we probably
wouldn’t do any better.

I

Rachel Kearney
Sports Editor

‘Our first goal is to
win conference to get
to nationals. Last year
we were able to
qualify with an atlarge bid because of
our.national ranking
And after falling in the first
round of NAIA Nationals last
spring to William Carey Univer
sity (Miss.), they are ready to go
even further.
“One of our objectives is to win
our first match at nationals,” se
nior Sebastian Esquetini said.
The team will be led this spring
by junior Julian Kurz and captains
Esquetini and junior Landon Wil
liams.
Kurz defeated Williams in the
ITA Regional singles champion
ship, while Esquetini and junior
Diego Gonsalvez defeated Kurz
and Williams for the doubles
championship.
One difference the Tigers will
face this season will be the addi-

tion of conference play.
The team joined the CCAC this
year, which gives them another
opportunity to qualify for nation
als.
“Our first goal is to win confer
ence to get to nationals,” Williams
said. “Last year we were able to
qualify with an at-large bid be
cause of our national ranking.”
Williams also explained that
because the team will be able to
qualify for nationals this year
through a conference champion
ship, they are not as worried about
their national ranking. Because
of this, they are able to play bet
ter teams that will help the Tigers
improve.
Another change the team is ex
periencing this season is the addi
tion of Hugo Moriya to the coach?
ing staff. Moriya graduated from
Olivet this past May and was the
No. 5 hitter for the team last year.
“He’s been doing great,” Gon
salvez said, though he added -it
was hard to get used to Moriya in
structing him in matters like con
ditioning.
Moriya, a native of Brazil, is
one of several Tigers over the
years that have come from foreign
countries. This year, five out of the
14 players are foreign, and all five
are vying to be one of the six var
sity players.
Four of these men come from
Spanish-speaking countries. The
fifth is Kurz who, despite beings
native of Germany^, is also fluent
in Spanish, making Spanish one of
thé team’s languages.
Some of their American team
mates have improved their Span
ish enough to tty to be a part of the
Spanish conversation.
It is things like the Spanish-connection that help the team have
chemistry, which several players
said is an important factor in not
just the doubles matches, but sin
gles matches as well.
“You have to play for the team,”
Esquetini said.
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Sophomore Landon Williams hits an overhead shot at a
match last year.

Batting up for the season
Baseball team has great expectations fo r upcoming games
David Parker
Staff Writer

This semester, Olivet’s baseball
team is ready for new opportuni
ties for success as they prepare to
begin their season this month.
“I think we have a chance to be
as good as last year,” senior in
fielder Daniel Hall said.,
“Compared to last year, I feel
really confident,” senior pitcher
Casey Mast said.
The team, which went 33-25
(23-7 in conference play) last
season, has set high goals for this
year.
“Our goal as a team will be
to win conference,” Hall said.
“That’s always our goali^pT
“We’d like to try to make it to
the NAIA World Series,” Mast
said. “But it’s been pretty tough to
do that.”§|j
After a successful last season,
which was highlighted by a trip
to the NCCAA World Series, the

Junior Matt Davenport practices his swing, getting prepped
for the season.

team is gaining new talent to help
them reach their goals.
“We have a lot of freshman
coming in,” Mast said. “We only
graduated two guys, and a total of
three guys left.”
Mast and Hall, along with ju

nior catcher David MitrofF, who
were named to the NCCAA,
North-Central All-Region team
last year, are among the team’s
strongest returning players.
The coaching staff, led by Todd
Reid, has also helped establish

confidence in the possibilities for
this season.
“[The] coaching staff is good,”
Hall said. “Their main goal is the
well-being of players and win-,
ning, which is what we all want as
a team.”
“They know what they’re talk
ing about, and it’s pretty easy to
communicate with them,” Mast
said.
All of these factors come to
gether to form a team which Hall
considers a must-see.
“We’re exciting. We’re fun to
watch. We steal a lot of bases,”
Hall said.
The team will begin the excite
ment with a trip to Tennessee to
face Bethel University Feb. 17
and 18.
But whatever happens this year,
the team will keep in mind the ul
timate reason for playing.
‘“ One love’ —we all love the
game, and we enjoy the game,”
Mast said.
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Winter sports end, spring begins
Olivet’s basketball teams will be finishing up their seasons at the end of February
B Hiistin«; Espersen

Assistant Sports Editor
Men’s Basketball
The men’s basketball team is
struggling to join together as a
team and come out on top. They
stand fourth out of six teams in the
CCAC with a 2-3 record.
“Our coaches made clear, and
it’si evident, we’re facing a wall.
It’s a hard spot, trying to force
through it. It’s not so much about
wins and losses-, but learning a
valuable lesson,” junior Alex
King said. “We’re trying to figure
out what it takes, to beat this door
down, especially with two losses
in a row. We’re hying to play
harder.”
The Tigers will take that men
tality as they finish the second
round of conference games. Their
next home game is Tuesdays 'f'eb.
14, at 7:30 p.m. against St. Xavier
University.
Women’s basketball
The Lady Tigers have continued
to dominate the conference games
the past two weeks, with a record
of 4-0. (change according to re
sults feb. 4.)
There are high hopes for the
team as they continue through the
CCAC tournament.
“The season has been going
very well for us. We are looking
to make it further into the national
tournament this year,” junior Dan
ielle Tolbert said.
Other highlights included soph
omore Liz Bart’s honor of being
the CCAC Player of the Week
following her outstanding per

Left: Brandon Streets (right) drives around a
Robert Morris defender during ONU’§ 81-92
loss Jan. 28. Above; Freshmen Tai Peachey
(15) and Ashley Wilson (20) help block
Robert Morris! Sarah Rog&f! The Lady
Tigeir| defeated the Eagles 115-73 Jan 28.

formance against Robert Morris, this year.
They came in second out of 11
where she hit seven three-pointers
and finished with a career-high of teams at the Private College Invite
Jan. 14 and third out of 11 at the
24 points Jan 28.
Bart and the Lady Tigers will iiitan Open Jan. 28.
Team members are in high spir
compete in their next home game
against St. Xavier University on its as the women work through the
early part of their season.
Tuesday, Feb. 14, at 5:30 p.m.
“[We have] lots of fun hanging
Women’s track
The women’s track team has out all day at meets, cheering for
finished in the top three in both each other and watching everyone
meets that were scored thus far get closer to the times they want

or doing better than they even
expected,”H sophomore Felisha
Scholz said.
The next meet will be held at In
diana University Feb. 10.
Men’s track
The men’s indoor track raced
off to a good start, finishing third
out of 13 at the Private College Inii;
yite Jan. 14. H o over, they failed
to do as well at the Titan Open in
Bloomington, 111., Jan. 28, finish
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Cheering with Jaimie Teske
Rachel Kearney T

; Sports Editor
Q: How many years have you
been cheerleading?
i A: I have been cheering since
i second grade and competitively
cheering since seventh grade.
Q: Did you play any other
sports?
A; I played soccer and softball in
elementary school and then ten
nis from seventh grade through
sophomore year of high school.
| Q: What has been your biggest
j accomplishment in cheer?
A: My biggest accomplishment
was receiving the leadership
award at cheerleading camp my
senior year [of high school]. I j
was very excited to have been
recognized in front of the camp
for my dedication to the team.
; Q; Favorite cheer memory?
I A: My favorite memory was
when my team and I went to
nationals in Orlando, Fla., my
| freshman, year. It was such an
j amazing experience that I was
j able to share with some of my
| closest friends and teammates. It
j was scary being out on the floor
! in front of so many people but
i awesome performing a routine
| that we« worked so hard on all
I’year.
■>
Q: Most embarrassing mo! rnent in cheerleading?

A; My most embarrassing mo
ment was in seventh grade when
I first learned how to do a back
handspring; I was going to do it
at a basketball game during half
time, but I got a little scared.
So right before I did it 1 freaked
out and landed on my head. The
whole school saw so I ran right to
the bathroom. Luckily, I worked
on it and now can do it with no
fears.
Q: Pre-cheer rituals?
A; Before every game and prac-:
tice my teammate Michael [Alex
ander] and I do a handshake we i
made up at the beginning of the
year. We started it when we per- j
formed our Homecoming routine,
so now it has become tradition.
Q; Do you listen to any music
before cheering? What do you
listen to?
A: At cheer practice, we sometimes listen to music because the
boys get pumped up to dubstep,
but other than that I usually don’t
listen to anything (besides our
routines music) before a competi
tion.
Q: Favorite cereal?
A: My favorite cereal would have
to be Honey Nut Cheerios with
bananas.
Q: If you could have any super
hero power, what would it be?
A: To fly. Sometimes I really hate
walking places. It just takes up too
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ing ninth out of 12 . The team
was without their top competitors,
who were competing at the Indi
ana Relays instead.
“The season has been pretty
good so far. There’s been a lot of
competition, especially at meets
like Indiana,^ junior Damion
Fields said.
The team’s next meet will be
held at Indiana University Feb.

10.
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Men’s Basketball
1/28
1/31
2/4
2/7
2/11
2/14
, 2/18
2/21
2/25

R obert M orris U niversity (111.)
at In d ian a U niversity-S outh B end
at R o o sev elt U niversity (111.)
at H o ly C ross C ollege (Ind.)
at U niversity o f St. F rancis (111.)
St. X avier U niveristy (111.)
at R o b ert M orris U niverisitÿ (111.)
In d ian a U niversity-S outh B end
R oosevelt U niversity (111.)

L , 81-92
L, 70-76
W, 66-52
TBD
7 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
12 p.m .
7:30 p.m .
3 p.m .

Women’s Basketball

Jaim ie Teske
Sport: Cheerleading
Hometown: Crown Point,

; Ihd.
Class: Sophomore

much time. If I could fly, I would
be able to do so many more
things during the day.
Q: Favorite cartoon?
A: My favorite cartoon [char
acter] since I was little has been
Tweety Bird.
Q: If you had 24 hours to do
anything" you wanted what
would you do?
A: 1 would take my family
around the country. There are so
many places we have wanted to
visit but haven’t been able to be
cause of time and money.

1/28
1/31
2/4
2/7
2/11
2/14
2/18
2/21
2/25

R obert M orris U niversity (111.)
at In d ian a U niversity- South B end
at R o o sev elt U niversity (111.)
at H oly C ross C ollege (Ind.)
at U niversity o f St. F rancis (111.)
S t X avier U n iv e risty (Ill.)
at R o b ert M orris U n iverisity (111.)
In d ian a U n iversity-S outh B end
R o osevelt U niversity (111.)

W, 115-73
W, 88-75
W, 111-82
TBD .
5 p.m .
5:30 p.m .
10 p.m .

5:30 p.m.
1 p.m .

Men’s Track
S | / 2 7 - 28
1/28
2/4
2/10
2/18

In d ian a R elays (B loom ington, Ind.)
T itan O p en (B loom ington, 111.)
T aylor Invite (U pland, Ind.)
H o o sier H ills (B loom ington, Ind.)
N C C A A N ationals (C edarville, O hio)

N o t scored
9 th o f 12
N o t scored
4 p.m . E ST
10 a.m . E ST

Women’s Track
1/27-28
1/28
2/4
2/10
2/18

In d ian a R elays (B loom ington, Ind.)
T itan O p en (B loom ington, 111.)
T aylor O pen
H o o sier H ills (B loom ington, Ind.)
N C C A A N atio n als (C edarville, O hio)

N o t scored
3rd o f 11
N o t scored
4 p.m . E ST
10 a.m . E ST

Men’s Tennis
2/18

at G rinnell C ollege (Iow a)

9 a.m.

Baseball
2/17-18 at B ethel U niversity (Terni.)

3 p .m ./l p.m .
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Cheerleaders
perform a
routine
during the
men’s
basketball
game Jan. 28.

Cheer team looks to compete
warming up and practicing jump
ing and tumbling skills,” junior
Staff Writer
Marcie Thompson said. “The
While the cheerleading squad is other half we’re doing stunts and
often seen by Olivet students on pyramids, and we decide which
the sidelines, cheering on the bas ones we’ll use for the games.”'"
This year, the team has begun to
ketball and football teams to vic
tory, the work they do often goes expand its activities.
!||fWe’re in between being a spirit
unnoticed.
team and beParticipation
coming a full
requires a sub- ‘Olir team is afamily.’
varsity compe
stantial
time
tition squad,’?*
investment, acsophomore Martin Piper said.
cording to several cheerleaders.
However, their attempts to start
■ ‘[During the] fall semester, we
competing
in exhibitions this year
have practice four to five days a
week because of Homecoming,” have been hampered by unexpect
ed events.
senior Michael Alexander said.
“We’ve lost a few girls due to
Their two-hour practices tend to
illnesses
and injury, and some
be very involved.
v ‘About half of the time, we’re didn’t want to continue [cheer*
David Parker

ing],” Thompson said.
Nevertheless, the team is look
ing forward to the possibilities of
next year.
“ We have two partnering coach«
es coming in,” Thompson said.
“They have a lot of experience in
choreography and competing, and
they’ll be able to help us transition
into competing.”

These efforts have also created
attempts to strengthen the team’s
recruiting program, which has
been almost non-existent in the
past.
“[The coaches] don’t really do
a lot of recruitment,” Thompson
said. “Whenever prospective s tu l
dents come to visit the campus,
they normally have a meeting

with [Coach Karen Eylander] if
they’re interested. I think once
we get more into competing, then
we’ll be able to recruit.”
Ultimately, the team seems pre
pared to deal with the upcoming
challenges and changes together.
^ “Within the next year, it’s going
to be tough, but our team is a fam
ily,” Thompson said.
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Master's degrees

N a z a r e n e u n iv e r s it y

P: S C H O O L O F G R A D U A T E

certification and continuing
education programs
and I doctoral program offered.

! a n d c o n t in u in g studies
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www.olivet.edu
877-9-OLIVET

M an a g e a b le . B ib lical. A ffo rd a b le . MBA.

Benefit from a context-rich, interdisciplinary
approach, “plus” a distinctly biblical
perspective on business.
Enjoy a fully online format that affords
flexibility for your schedule.
Participate in application-based
workgroup projects that demonstrate the
academic rigor and disciplines
learned throughout the program.

Cheerleaders perform a stunt during the men’s basketball
game Jan. 28. The team practices several times a week to
perfect their stunts and routines.

